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Abstract
Automatically constructing a complete documentary or educational film from scattered pieces
of images and knowledge is a significant challenge. Even when this information is provided in an
annotated format, the problems of ordering, structuring and animating sequences of images, and
producing natural language descriptions that correspond to those images within multiple constraints,
are each individually difficult tasks.
This paper describes an approach for tackling these problems through a combination of rhetorical
structures with narrative and film theory to produce movie-like visual animations from still images
along with natural language generation techniques needed to produce text descriptions of what is
being seen in the animations. The use of rhetorical structures from NLG is used to integrate separate
components for video creation and script generation. We further describe an implementation, named
GLAMOUR, that produces actual, short video documentaries, focusing on a cultural heritage domain,
and that have been evaluated by professional filmmakers.
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The use of multimodal output for the purposes of education, tutoring, and instruction has
been around for several decades. Beginning with STEAMER [30] in the 1980’s, graphics
were paired with text descriptions to enhance the learning process. As multimodal tech-
niques have steadily advanced [1,33,48], animated agents and 3D effects have appeared,
along with the increasing use of voice synthesis. However, the overall goal has remained
the same: to increase the learning capability of users by presenting information to multiple
senses simultaneously and keeping them engaged and motivated.
We focus here on a similar task in the context of visitors who are interested in learning
more about particular works of art while enjoying a visit to a museum or other cultural
heritage institution [47] by automatically creating film documentaries given rudimentary
information about them. Specifically, we propose to use existing 2D pictures of artwork
along with a knowledge base of facts about that artwork to automatically construct short
movie-like multimedia presentations which are similar to professionally made documen-
taries. The eventual aim is to allow for personalization in the selection of the material to
be presented to the user, according to her preferences, interests, and both current and past
interactions with the system.
An example film documentary might start with a high-level sentence of spoken text
while showing a full-size image of the artwork. It might then focus on an important element
of the art, using simultaneous discourse cues and a zoom shot to focus attention on that
important element. After holding the image still while the audio explanation continues, a
second region of the artwork may be highlighted with a pan motion of the camera as a
voiceover explains the relationship between the two regions. After continued explanation
and shot transitions, the film might conclude with a reverse zoom to the full-size image
again followed by a fadeout as the audio track completes.
Similar applications have been attempted in the past, although for different domains
and goals, and without dynamically generated commentary or an underlying theory of film
narrative. One of the first case studies of the generation of “motion presentations” is the
work of [31], which generated scripts for animation using top-down hierarchical planning
techniques. [18] presents a successful attempt to encode several of the principles of cine-
matography in the Declarative Camera Control Language. Another system is CATHI [9],
which generated animated presentations in the form of 3D animated clips for the illustra-
tion of technical devices. Animated presentations have also been successfully employed in
multimodal frameworks for the generation of explanations [22] and in learning environ-
ments [4,16]. [5] presents a model for camera planning based on a constraint satisfaction
approach. Their system is meant to work in a virtual 3D setting. A camera planning agent
for polygonal graphics is described in [28], which uses a genetic algorithm to find the op-
timal solution for a given set of communicative goals. [26] presents an interesting system,
based on non-monotonic reasoning. It produces 3D animated movies from screenplays
which have been encoded in a high-level formal language.
Automatically creating a video documentary entails solving several problems: select-
ing important information from a large repository, ordering the text and film sequences in
a coherent and meaningful way, and synchronization and playback of the intended audio
and visual effects. These three elements have long been known to be fundamental to the
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mination, content organization and surface realization to produce paragraphs of text from a
knowledge base. It was thus natural to apply techniques that have already proven effective,
such as the rhetorical organization of the content (RST [32]), and rules well established in
the field of cinematography [36] to solve the problem of image sequencing and animation.
In this paper, we describe an engine to build video sequences from images that are
synchronized with synthesized audio generated using deep linguistic representations. The
input to the engine, named GLAMOUR, is a series of still images and a knowledge base
containing information about those images as well as information about their domain in
general. GLAMOUR selects and organizes the content to be conveyed and produces textual
descriptions using standard deep NLG techniques, while its video planner, taking into con-
sideration the discourse structure of the commentary, plans film segmentations through the
use of shots, camera movements, and transition effects between shots. The output of the
engine is a complete script of a “video presentation”, with instructions for synchronizing
images and camera movements accompanied by audio commentary, synthesized from the
generated text. One of the chief novelties of this work is the use of rhetorical relations to
help provide structure to both the image sequences and the spoken part of the script.
In order to test the idea that textual goals and cinematographic goals can be achieved
in unison, we have implemented a prototype capable of creating several simple movies
lasting on average two minutes. Each film describes a particular renaissance fresco to a
museum visitor, discussing the work’s historical context, and pointing out particular details
of importance or interest.
Given the themes of exploiting artificial intelligence techniques for improving educa-
tion and using rhetorical structure for combining dynamic images and deep NLG, we are
interested in using the system to answer several fundamental research questions, such as
(1) how to best express global documentary constraints as realized in a particular media,
(2) if there is an underlying organizational similarity in text and film generation, and (3) if
it is possible to employ a modular architecture that can accommodate different techniques.
In particular, cinematographic aspects of GLAMOUR address various research chal-
lenges, such as how to select an appropriate image to illustrate a topic, what is the rhythm
of the discourse and how to convey it in a movie, how to highlight the flow of the infor-
mation presented (e.g., draw comparisons with related material), how to avoid unpleasant
combinations of camera movements, unless explicitly desired in order to achieve particular
effects.
We have thus organized this article in the following manner: the next section deals with
the high-level architecture that integrates the cinematography and NLG systems, the avail-
able resources, and how they are utilized by the system. Section 3 describes the creation of
the documentary script, including both text planning and text realization. Section 4 presents
the principles and terminology of cinematography as used by professional filmmakers, and
details how the cinematographic planner uses the high-level text structure to create the vi-
sual aspects of the film. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 describe respectively the implementation
and evaluation of the GLAMOUR documentary film generator.
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Cinematography is the art of coupling pictures and sounds in a meaningful way. Audio
and video resources become tightly connected, supporting one another and becoming a
whole. This synergy is not a mere sum of two different communicative techniques. Audio
and video continuously rely on each other to carry the message to the viewer. The construc-
tion of a movie thus involves issues ranging from the selection of the appropriate channel
(visual, auditory or both) for expressing the message to the planning of synchronous ac-
tions (e.g., the actors or a narrator talk while a given scene is being shown), and from the
correct positioning of cameras to the setting of scenes and lights.
Throughout the last fifty years film critics have been studying the nature of movies, to
verify whether they adhere to certain rules and whether cinematography can be considered
on a par with language. According to [36], cinematic representation is not like a human lan-
guage, which is defined by a set of grammatical rules. It is nevertheless guided by a set of
generally accepted conventions. When film makers started experimenting with sequences
of images, trying to relate them to one another, there was no language of cinematogra-
phy. The rules they found were the product of trial and error, collected by practice and
experimentation. Thus there are no “formal” (in a logic sense) versions of film grammar.
Nevertheless, there are conventions which are generally accepted by both directors and
filmgoers. These guidelines may be considered a rich resource from which we can borrow
principles, heuristics and “rules of thumb” to develop multimedia movie-like presentations.
The steps to create a movie are many and complex: invent the subject, conceive the story,
write the script, shoot the video material (production), do the editing or montage (post-
production). During the first stages, the scriptwriter selects how the story will evolve, what
the actors or the narrator will say and in what order. During the production, the director and
his team set up the scene (lights, camera positions and movements) and film one or more
takes of a piece of movie. Then in the second phase, the filmed material is analyzed, some
shots are dropped, others are cut and transitions between scenes are selected. According
to some cinema theorists (mainly [24]), the montage is the key step of the movie creation.
Isolated shots, though well filmed and carefully planned, are only raw material. The editing
gives sense to the movie, enabling the passage from photography to cinema.
Another set of key principles relates to the “meanings” of camera movements and their
possible combinations. Arijon, for example, documents many possible uses of camera
movements, providing examples of different scenes and different settings [3]. A discus-
sion of the combinatorics of different camera movements raises a question concerning
constraints. There are sequences of movements that are commonly considered as forbid-
den, since they might be misleading for the viewer. For example, a camera moving forth
and back along the same path could lead the viewer to misunderstand the underlying mes-
sage of a movie section. Therefore, unless the director wants to achieve a really particular,
unexpected and non-conventional effect, the use of some sequences of camera movements
must be avoided.
Camera movements are typically used to render more explicit the coherence relations
that link the various portions of the narration, thus contributing to the overall efficacy of
the presentation. E.g., a camera zoom-in might help the viewer focus on the fresco detail
currently described, whereas a zoom-out might help to re-establish a general view of the
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scene. Principles derived from multimedia and cinematography therefore should be used
throughout the different stages of building a video presentation. In the following section,
we describe how we designed an architecture for an automatic system that produces video
documentaries.
2.1. System architecture
As depicted in Fig. 1, the architecture of the system is based on a bipolar cascade model.
The two processes, the planning of the verbal content and the planning of the video script,
can be performed in parallel. Parallelism allows for speed (which can be very important
if the generation of personalized videos is embedded in an interactive system [45]) and
modularity in terms of both reusability of components and the possibility of experimenting
with different approaches to cinematography or text generation.
While these are computational issues, other perspectives are also important such as
those of documentary filmmakers themselves. For instance, some directors believe that
human filmmakers choose among mental images when constructing a film, and only sec-
ondarily think about the text of the script [49]. GLAMOUR is a compromise, given that the
information needed to construct a film is contained in a knowledge base, not in the 2D im-
ages. The system thus uses rhetorical text planning as a bridge, where the cinematography
and lower-level NLG systems construct film elements in parallel under a single, overarch-
ing plan.
The NLG cascade is organized as the standard architecture proposed in [42]. In the
first phase, relevant content of the document is retrieved from the knowledge base (KB)
and organized into a discourse plan structured as a rhetorical tree. Then, the microplanner
applies pragmatic strategies to decide how to realize nouns (i.e., whether to use anaphora
or full descriptive noun phrases, etc.) and verbs (i.e., decide the tense, the aspect and so
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enforcing syntactic and morphology constraints according to the grammar of the target
language. In our system, the cascade adds English and Italian speech synthesizers as well
in order to produce verbal commentary for each video.
The Video Planner takes a rhetorical tree whose leaves represent the content facts that
are to be verbalized by the NLG engine. It decides the shot segmentation, mainly according
to the topic progression, and the transitions between shots, mainly according to the type of
rhetorical relation between the nodes. The planner uses a database of images in which the
visual details are segmented and annotated according to a similar but shallower semantic
model employed in the KB.
Since the Video Planner works from the rhetorical tree, it is not aware of the actual
duration of the final synthesized speech. This is not an important issue for the synchro-
nization between the camera movements and speech since the actual timing for the chosen
camera movements are expressed in terms of relative constraints. Yet, knowledge about the
duration of each segment might be useful to choose among different visual strategies. For
example, it might be the case that a long elaboration is introduced by a cross-fade, while
a short elaboration can simply be introduced by a cut. To allow for these high-level strate-
gies, the text planner estimates the duration of each segment using the number of discourse
facts that it contains (see Section 5).
This architecture differs from other similar works. For example, in the architecture em-
ployed by [1], the content planner would also comprise the functionalities of the video
planner. A single unified planner would need to include rules that contain both cinematic
and linguistic conditions and actions. Thus linguistic knowledge governing syntactic con-
straints would be integrated with rules for determining whether two subimages are near
or far away from each other, and shot sequencing rules would have to pay attention to the
possible lexicalizations of discourse markers.
The architecture presented here has two advantages. First, it aids efficiency, since both
main tasks can be performed in parallel. Second, it enhances the portability of the mod-
ules. For example, the verbal commentary might be realized in a simpler way than we
describe in Section 3 by adopting a template generator [43] (obviously at the expense of
text flexibility).
The hypothesis behind this architecture is that the video planner can effectively plan the
script with only rhetorical information and basic knowledge of the topics of each discourse
segments. Section 4 introduces our rule-based engine to map shots and transitions from
sub-trees of the rhetorical tree produced by the language component. It is worth noting
again that underlying both the high-level text and video planning is the parallel use of
rhetorical structure trees to ensure cohesion in the final product.
2.2. Image annotation
To enable the choice of images and the planning of camera movements, the Video Plan-
ner needs a repository of annotated images. For each image, the relevant details depicted
have to be specified both in terms of their bounding boxes and of the topics they represent.
For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the details for a 15th century fresco representing activities
for the month of January and its annotation. This picture consists of three main details:
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(1) the snowball fight at the bottom, (2) the castle at the top on the right, and (3) the hunt-
ing scene beside the castle. Within each detail it is possible to identify further details, as in
the case of the castle, which contains further details such as the windows (a). Annotation
time is negligible, consisting mainly of recording the coordinates of bounding boxes and
assigning an ontological knowledge base concept to each, according to the intuition of the
annotator.
3. Planning text in documentary descriptions
Generating text for producing documentary descriptions implies several strategic deci-
sions on (1) what is the most effective content to be conveyed to successfully describe the
overall object in focus; (2) how information can be ordered and structured in a coherent
way; (3) which lexico-grammatical patterns can be used to manifest the semantic rela-
tions between the text units to reinforce the cohesion of the text (e.g., appropriate referring
expressions or cue phrases) or its naturalness (e.g., aggregation); and (4) what the final
surface realization should look like.
Traditionally, steps (1) and (2) are considered part of the text planning stage, whereas
step (3) accounts for microplanning and (4) for tactical generation, even though, from
the implementation point of view, these stages are not necessarily implemented in a pure
pipeline cascade [10,42,44].
In our scenario, the requirement of generating text to be integrated in a multimedia
presentation additionally involves that all the stages above need to take into account how
the final text will be rendered (i.e., via speech synthesis) and synchronized with the visual
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and visual structure of the object, with explicit reference to its details.2
It should be noted, however, that the major assumption that has motivated our design
choices for the overall system architecture is that the text generation component takes its
strategic and tactical decisions independently from the specific media used for the visual
presentation (be it still images, animations of still images, or real movie clips). What the
text generation component can count on is that there will be visual feedback consistent
with the content of the commentary. But no knowledge is required at this stage about
which camera movements will be used or what shot transitions may apply, allowing for
substantial modularity and flexibility.
Generally speaking, video documentaries could be readily generated using standard
shallow NLG techniques such as slot-filler templates to create sentences for the audio
track. In this work, however, we have adopted the use of deep NLG with a fuller lin-
guistic representation for several reasons: (1) deep NLG allows for a finer-grained control
in the generation of referring expressions and other linguistic devices that help improve
the naturalness and cohesion of the text (e.g., aggregation), and facilitates the generation
of personalized texts which are adapted to the current interaction context and user prefer-
ences; (2) as in many other application domains, users in the museum scenario are typically
from many countries and speak their own native languages, which makes multilingual gen-
eration (a laborious task for templates) very important; and (3) the underlying architecture
can be shared with other application tasks over the same domain (e.g., direction giving or
report generation for museum visits) or other projects requiring generation, reducing the
intensive costs of creating deep linguistic resources and domain models.
Deep generation also presents us with challenges for future work: (4) deep genera-
tion of the commentary permits experimenting with a finer tuning of the speech synthesis
process given the possibility of automatically annotating the generated text with semantic
and prosodic information; and (5) in addition, a finer grained synchronization of the au-
dio and camera movements can be obtained by exploiting the available detailed discourse
structure of the text.
3.1. Generation component overview
The architecture we adopted for the generation subsystem adheres to a fairly standard
pipeline model [42], as shown in Fig. 3. (The grey boxes in the figure highlight compo-
nents that are currently not used in the cinematographic scenario but that account for the
generality of our system. Their role will be briefly discussed here below, though we will
mainly focus our discussion on the technical details of the other components, which di-
rectly contribute to the generation of documentary descriptions.)
The input to the generation process is a request for text expressed in terms of the
communicative goal to be satisfied. For the generation of documentary descriptions, the
1 Note, however, that the generation of text annotated with semantic and linguistic information to optimally
drive the speech synthesis [11,29] is out of the scope of our current work.
2 An example of a movie generated by GLAMOUR can be seen here: http://tcc.itc.it/i3p/research/aij05/
movie.html.
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communicative goal tells the Text Planner to build an object description, e.g., describe-
object(exhibit1).3
The Text Planner is charged with determining the most relevant information to be
included in the description and its coherent organization. Information about objects is ex-
tracted from a Domain Ontology and Model that collects facts and attributes about the
objects to be described. For the sake of modularity and reusability, the domain repre-
sentation is organized into separate partitions that contain (i) specific domain dependent
instances describing, for example, which characters and objects are depicted in a fresco,
their relative positions, and what activities they are performing (as in Fig. 4(a)); (ii) lexical
information required for text realization (see Fig. 4(b)); (iii) domain-independent ontolog-
ical concepts and relations defining how instances and relations should be semantically
interpreted (see Fig. 4(c)). Portions (ii) and (iii) are highly reusable, whereas portion (i) is
strictly dependent on the actual objects to be described.
3 Note, however, that the generation system supports other types of communicative goals (e.g., report generation
summarize-visit(log-user1), direction giving direction-to-next-door(point1, point2), etc.) since the text planner
was designed with a multi-purpose scope (see Section 3.1.1).
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Discourse Strategies based on typical patterns of content organization (schemas) and
on rhetorical coherence access the Domain representation, extract relevant facts to be con-
veyed, and guarantee that the discourse plan is properly built (see Section 3.2).
During its decision process, the Text Planner accesses the User Model4 which contains
information about (estimated) user interest, knowledge and interaction preferences, and the
Discourse Context which stores the content conveyed in previous presentations—useful to
avoid repetitions and to draw comparisons—and the structure of the presentation currently
being built. This latter information is exploited by the Microplanning stage to determine
the most appropriate referring expressions and lexico-grammatical constraints required to
convey the message. The output of the Microplanner is a description of the linearized text
plan written in the NSP formalism [15]. The Surface Realizer maps this abstract represen-
tation onto natural text (including final lexical choice, morphology, and linear precedence)
consistent with the output language selected (English or Italian).
The output of the generation process for the cinematographic scenario is not supposed to
be plain text, but rather a structured commentary specifying the visual details or concepts
the text portions are meant to describe as well as the rhetorical dependencies between
them. This output, written in XML notation and compatible with standard tools for RST
4 Only if the applied context includes one. We have experimented with such a model induced during a museum
visit for a separate report generation application.
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the final synchronization with the video plan, which is generated in parallel by the Video
Planner working on the intermediate rhetorical tree of domain facts produced by the Text
Planner.
3.1.1. Multi-purpose design choices
The design of the text generation subsystem aimed at a high modularity and reusability
of components to flexibly support different application tasks and interaction requirements.
At the text generation level, this multi-purpose design goal emerged along the following
lines:
• Ability to support different communicative goals. The generation component, in fact,
is not bound to the cinematographic application task, given that it does not need to
take care of shot transitions and camera movements, and can readily be used to gen-
erate texts useful in different scenarios, i.e., with a user acquiring information about
objects/concepts either off-line (e.g., seeing documentaries at home) and moving in
the real environment where objects are found (e.g., browsing information about ex-
hibits in a museum). Apart from the generation of object descriptions which has been
coupled with cinematography techniques to generate video documentaries, the gener-
ation component supports the generation of summaries for museum visits: at the end
of a visitor’s tour, a report is generated that includes a basic, personalized narration of
her visit, the items and relationships she found most interesting, pointers to additional
related online information, and suggestions for future visits to the current and other
museums [17]. Preliminary experiments have also been conducted for the generation
of wayfinding instructions. This latter scenario motivated the introduction of a Space
Model and a Path Finder component into the system to exploit the potential of deep
natural language generation to produce wayfinding instructions, as in the approach
adopted by [21].
• Integration of solutions that flexibly allow the integration of pre-existing texts with the
deeply generated sentences. During the design and implementation of the text planner,
extensions of the base algorithm have been implemented to allow for the inclusion of
more shallow NLG techniques, such as templates (e.g., intermixed portions of canned
text and deeply generated text, or else generated text alone) and Adaptive Hypermedia
solutions. The potential of the latter was investigated in a previous European project,
M-PIRO [2], which identified the benefits of a text planner that, besides its abilities
to access a knowledge base representing the domain model, is capable of querying
a repository of (properly annotated) pre-existing content units (called Macronodes
Repository in Fig. 3) and appropriately extract and structure the units according to
the directives specified in the discourse strategies [38].
In the current prototype of the GLAMOUR system, we focused on the use of deep
NLG techniques alone, but the modularity of the generation component easily allows
for experimentation with shallow or hybrid generation techniques, finding the optimal
trade-off in the cost/benefit balance according to the various types of application tasks,
domains and platform constraints.
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planner was initially conceived to be at a high level (a rhetorical tree over domain
facts) to be passed directly to an off-the-shelf surface realizer provided by the EXP-
RIMO multilingual generation system, as adopted in the M-PIRO project [2]. Although
the actual integration with Exprimo remained untested, we wanted the ability to use
the system with realizers utilizing different approaches. This motivated the explicit
introduction of the microplanning phase which allowed us to use the STORYBOOK
low-level generation system, as explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 below.
3.2. Content selection and organization
The content selection and organization approach adopted in our text planner is based
on the assumption that in descriptive texts/commentaries, the conventions on how infor-
mation is typically presented play a major role. For example, when describing complex
depictions on a painter’s canvas, the description (as well as the corresponding image se-
quence/animation) needs to reflect the spatial organization of details and their salience in
motivating the painter’s choices.
How the content of the text is actually selected and structured obviously depends signif-
icantly on the type of readers addressed and their specific interactions with the system (e.g.,
difficult terminology needs to be properly explained to children; copyright information for
works of art might not always be appropriate as in the case of a commentary generated for
a video documentary, etc.). These “patterns of appropriate ordering” (more widely known
in the NLG community as schemas [34] or the Generic Structure Potential (GSP) [27] of a
text) have been adopted in many NLG systems to guide the text planner in organizing the
text structure.
In our project we have implemented a schema-based text planner in which schemas
(which we call GSPs, consistent with the terminology of Halliday and Hasan) are used
to declaratively describe how the text chunks should be optimally organized according to
the current user profile, discourse history and object to be described. GSPs can be defined
at different levels of abstraction and can contain calls to other finer-grained GSPs. Fig. 5
shows a sample GSP. It has an applicability condition, expressed in the COND field, and
contains a conjunction of tests over the discourse context, the user model, and the domain
model. For example, the test [test kb :isa Exhibit FRESCO] queries the do-
main model to check whether the input parameter Exhibit has been instantiated with a
NAME describe-object
PARAMS [Exhibit]
COND [and [test system :nlg on]
[test kb :isa Exhibit FRESCO]
[test um :visit-times 0]
LOCVAR FrescoDepiction [get kb :get-range (Exhibit DEPICTS)]
ELEM Depiction [schema expand-fact (DEPICTS Exhibit FrescoDepiction)]
ELEM Detail [schema describe-object [get kb :get-range (Exhibit HAS-SCENES)]]
SCHEMA [Depiction (Detail* elaboration-detail)]
ROOT [root Depiction]
Fig. 5. Sample GSP.
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domain entity which is an instance of the type FRESCO. The body of the GSP contains
a list of substructures in which the current GSP will be decomposed (ELEM items) and
specifies their actual order, optionality and interconnecting rhetorical relations (SCHEMA
item). In this case, the GSP tells the text planner that the description of a fresco for a novel
user typically begins with the statement of its overall depiction (e.g., “The fresco in front
of you depicts a tournament”) and proceeds with several elaborations on its various scenes.
At run time, the text planner chooses the best GSP that satisfies the current communica-
tive goal and performs a decompositional expansion of the GSP calls in its body, ultimately
producing a rhetorically annotated discourse tree.
The output of the text planning stage is a rhetorically annotated discourse tree whose
leaves represent predicates in the domain model that must be linguistically realized, as
shown in the left upper part of Fig. 6 which represents a sample computation flow in terms
of internal data structures.
3.3. Microplanning
Microplanning traditionally covers a number of areas in the middle of the NLG pipeline,
such as sentence planning, referring expression generation, and revision. The minimum
requirement for simple systems is the sentence planner, which is responsible for mapping
individual elements of semantic knowledge to grammatical roles. But for text generation
systems that need to generate multiple paragraphs of text, the addition of pipeline elements
that improve particular linguistic features has been shown to increase the quality of text
generation to the higher level required by more natural text [14].
We use the STORYBOOK system [15] for the low-level production of text, which al-
ready includes architectural modules typically considered to be part of microplanning: dis-
course history, pronominalization, sentence planning, revision and limited lexical choice.
An important element missing from this list is that of referring expression generation, or
converting fact-based representations in a knowledge base into concrete descriptions of
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the discourse plan has been created.
Fig. 6 shows a particular sentential element that represents a leaf node of a discourse
plan (helping001) describing a region of an artwork. The leaf node instructs the microplan-
ner that (1) in the KB, there is information about a helping event in the artwork that should
be described at this stage of the video documentary, (2) that the actors, objects and relations
describing this helping event should be assembled into one or more referring expressions
and included into the text, and (3) a narrative stream should be constructed from this in-
formation so that the low-level NLG system can produce the actual text corresponding to
this local part of the discourse plan.
Given a concept from the KB to expand in greater detail, the referring expression algo-
rithm must decide which facts would be interesting to the reader or listener, whether they
have been mentioned before, and whether to include them in the present description or else
wait for a future chance. In contrast to traditional NLG work on referring expressions that
tries to create distinguishing expressions (i.e., phrases that allow the reader to pick out a
particular object from a set of similar objects [44]), we focus on narrative or descriptive
expressions, which are instead concerned with evoking particular images in the reader’s
mind.
Once the KB-based content has been completely determined, the second major task
of the referring expression component is to determine potential grammatical properties
for each concrete reference (or discourse references) which are related to the linguistic
environment and not stored directly in the KB. Thus the microplanning representation for
the helping001 event in Fig. 6 must be converted into the narrative stream representation
in order to generate correct text. There are four main types of discourse references we have
identified in our domain, which are influenced by the fact that the text will be coupled with
a visual feedback of what is currently described:
• Visually-available: Objects that we can assume the user is currently looking at (i.e., in
their field of view). Thus if we know the user is looking at a house, we can say “the
door” instead of “a door”.
• Mentally-available: Objects which haven’t been yet mentioned, but which are seman-
tically very closely related to an already mentioned concept. For example, having just
described a castle allows us to say “the curtain walls” instead of “curtain walls”.
• Unique: Objects marked in the KB as being exclusively one value of a finite set. In this
case, we can refer to “the top side of the painting”.
• Generic: Used when making an example out of a generic entity. For instance, “A fresco
is painted on a plaster wall while it is still wet”.
As said above, the implementation of a referring expression generation stage was re-
quired to complement Storybook functionalities. However, we envisage its utility also in
a scenario where more shallow generation techniques are adopted for producing the video
commentary. The dynamic generation of expressions, in fact, is beneficial also in the as-
sembling and adjusting of pre-existing texts [38], to improve anaphoric and exophoric
cohesion.
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STORYBOOK [15] is a low-level natural language generation system intended to func-
tion as the tactical component for a variety of strategic front ends, such as text planners,
intelligent tutoring systems, dialogue systems, and narrative planners. To this end, it de-
fined a common input formalism called the Narrative Stream, which functions like an API
in programming interfaces: a standardized format for generating a wide range of sentences.
STORYBOOK integrated a number of additional modules for linguistic processing that had
previously been treated in isolation (Fig. 3):
• Discourse History: Determines linguistic concepts like givenness.
• Pronominalization: Decides when repetitious words should be converted to pronomi-
nal or deictic forms.
• Lexical Choice: Selecting one of many possible linguistic forms.
• Sentence Planning: Creates linguistic structures from purely semantic structures in the
KB by assigning them particular grammatical roles.
• Revision: Aggregates multiple small sentences.
In addition, STORYBOOK employs the FUF/SURGE surface realizer for English [25] for
converting the final linguistic structures directly into readable text. SURGE is one of the
most comprehensive generation grammars available, and is a functional unification gram-
mar with a heterogeneous approach: it combines the choice mechanism of a systemic
grammar with rules from lexicalist grammars such as HPSG and the Text-Meaning Theory.
3.5. Deep generation of multilingual texts
Multilingual generation is becoming an important aspect of implemented systems that
showcases the abilities of deep generation systems, especially in domains such as museum
and cultural heritage information presentations where readers can potentially be of any na-
tionality. Multilinguality via deep linguistic representations [6,7,41,46] aims at producing
texts in a wide array of domains and genres without the complete recreation of linguistic
resources required by shallow multilingual systems.
Different modules in the NLG pipeline have different requirements for multilingual-
ism. In general, higher modules have fewer multilingual constraints and more reusable
resources, while lower-level modules are almost completely language dependent. Thus a
text planner will need minimal changes, while a pronominalizer may need different rules
(e.g., Italian allows zero pronouns while English doesn’t [37], as in example #4 below), a
revision component will need different clause aggregation rules [13], and a surface realizer
will need to have its grammar and morphology components replaced.
The first important multilingual tasks in our low-level generation system are mark-
ing nominal concepts for definiteness and pronominalizing them. While the algorithm for
performing these tasks in English has been described in [12], there is no implemented
pronominalizer for Italian. We thus created a corresponding set of Italian pronominaliza-
tion rules, after consulting prior linguistic work [23,37]. As an example, when given the
following two sentences:
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I paggi e i servitori stanno aiutando i cavalieri a vestirsi.
lit. The pages and the servants stay helping the knights to dress-themselves.
2. The pages and servants are picking up the pieces of broken weapons.
I paggi e i servitori stanno raccogliendo i pezzi delle armi rotte.
lit. The pages and the servants stay picking-up the pieces of-the weapons broken.
Given a discourse context, the system would modify the sentences by introducing indefi-
nite determiners and pronouns (or their elided versions) to produce:
3. φ Pages and φ servants are helping the knights to dress.
Dei paggi e dei servitori stanno aiutando i cavalieri a vestirsi.
lit. Some pages and some servants stay helping the knights to dress-themselves.
4. They are picking up the pieces of broken weapons.
φ Stanno raccogliendo i pezzi delle armi rotte.
lit. Stay picking-up the pieces of-the weapons broken.
At this point, the sentence planner has produced a functional description for every sentence
as specified by the text planner. The revision system then opportunistically looks for ways
to combine these short sentences into longer, more natural ones. Thus our two example
sentences might be revised by a combination of disjunction with the deletion of a repetitive
subject:
5. Pages and servants are helping the knights to dress or are picking up the pieces of
broken weapons.
Dei paggi e dei servitori stanno aiutando i cavalieri a vestirsi, o stanno raccogliendo
i pezzi delle armi rotte.
The final stage of text production, surface realization, produces the actual text that is used
in the video documentary (Fig. 7). The surface realizer [39] receives the revised functional
descriptions and uses language-specific grammars and morphology components to check
that a sentence is validly constructed, put the words in the right order, and ensure that
morphology such as inflections for number and gender are added to individual words.
For multilingual generation, the surface realizer must be capable of handling language-
specific rules. Several differences between English and Italian are evident in our example:
<segment id="01" parent="root" topic="tournament" audio="castle.mp3" duration="3">
At the bottom on the right is a blacksmith’s workshop, a plebeian antithesis to
the tournament going on in the upper part of the painting which is chiefly an
aristocratic activity.
</segment>
<segment id="02" parent="01" relname="elaboration" topic="castle" audio="windows.mp3"
duration="2"} />
The differences between the various styles of construction have been reproduced
extremely carefully.
</segment>
Fig. 7. Sample segments sent to the video player.
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infinitive clause introduced by the closed-class preposition “a” instead of “to” as required
by the verb “aiutare”, and the realization of the present progressive with the auxiliary
“stare”, instead of the equivalent of “be” (“essere”).
The end result of this process over each sentence is a text which can be used as a
script for a film documentary, which can then be sent to text-to-speech synthesis to pro-
duce an audio track for the film, or shown as subtitles. Currently, we use Festival for Italian
speech synthesis [19] that produces Italian with its own specific pronunciation and prosody
[20], and the Festival Lite system [8] to synthesize English. The text is sent to the speech
synthesizer and converted to sound files which are then given to the Video Player for syn-
chronization with the video produced with the overall rhetorical structure generated by the
text planner.
4. Automatic cinematography
The generation of Video Documentaries encompasses several decisions that range from
the selection of appropriate images to illustrate a domain’s elements to the choice of camera
movements, and from the selection of transition effects to the synchronization of audio
and video tracks. The novelty of our approach lies in the use of rhetorical structure of
the accompanying audio commentary in planning the video. In particular, knowledge of
rhetorical structure is extremely useful in taking decisions related to the “punctuation” of
the video, in order to reflect the rhythm of the audio commentary and its communicative
goals. In our view, the verbal part of the documentary always drives the generation of the
visual part.
The most similar documentaries available that we are aware of are stored on the Na-
tional Geographic web site. These videos are a sort of ‘trip report’: pictures taken from
professional photographers are placed in sequence with music and audio commentaries,
to describe experiences like being in a war or watching animals. Unlike such videos, the
documentaries we want to generate are meant for learning purposes. Ideally they should be
a kind of compendium of a museum visit. In particular, they are meant to describe frescos,
which are much richer in detail than real world pictures.
In this case, it does not seem appropriate to resort to corpus-based techniques to elicit
the rules of cinematography. We thus decided instead to follow a ‘principled’, knowledge
based approach by exploiting knowledge, one of the most well-known techniques in AI.
We conducted a set of informal interviews with a professional documentary maker, who
worked on many documentaries for the Italian national television. Our main goal was to
identify principles, heuristics, and guidelines on which we could implement our system.
There are also many books where the basic elements of cinematography are presented and
exemplified. But a documentary is a very specific genre, with well known aims (be simple,
be clear, don’t confuse the audience, be salient), and we thought that an expert could also
help us find out tips or tricks to follow such aims.
Sometimes documentary makers start from images and then try to write the text, i.e., our
audio commentary. Also, if any modification is needed (e.g., for synchronization purposes),
they tend to change the text since they cannot re-shoot scenes. Our case is different, in that
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thus the generation of a video, trying to fit the audio script, with the risk that the worst
result is a slide show, i.e., a sequence of pictures shown one at a time. To avoid such a
result we thought to exploit the rhythm of the audio/textual script. We collected a small
corpus of texts which illustrate a single renaissance fresco. We conducted an analysis of
the text at the discourse level and then devised a fairly simple model of discourse rhythm,
based on the rhetorical relations holding between text spans. We noticed that:
• elaboration and sequence relations tend to connect and keep together spans.
A block made up of combinations of such relations usually illustrates semantically
related or spatially connected topics.
• background and circumstance relations tend to break the rhythm of the dis-
course. They signal a sort of pause, a topic shift, or the introduction of a different type
of information about the same topic.
Given such a model we implemented a set of rules trying to fit such heuristics in order to
insert transition effects (e.g., a fade, see below) when background or circumstance rela-
tions occur; another set of rules has been implemented in order to avoid the insertion of
transitions when elaborations or sequences are matched. From interviews with experts we
identified a set of tips for transition effects and constraints over the combinations of camera
movements. For example, during interviews, we have found that:
• A display indicates continuity.
• Fade effects tend to underline a ‘passage’, or a change.
• The camera can not be moved back and forth along the same path.
• A pan communicates the spatiality of a scene and tends to focus the attention on the
arrival point and its adjacent space.
• A zoom in helps to focus on specific areas or details which are not usually noticeable.
• A zoom out helps to refamiliarize the viewer with the details and their position in a
bigger framework.
We finally coupled our insights about discourse structure with the knowledge extracted
from our interviews, giving rise to the detailed rules described in the following sections
and to the final system presented in Section 5.
4.1. The terminology of cinematography
To enable the description of our approach and to present the system with its underlying
mechanisms we need to introduce some technical terms.
Shots and camera movements: The shot is the basic unit of a video sequence. In the
field of cinematography a shot is defined as a continuous view from a single camera without
interruption. Since we only deal with still images, we define a shot as a sequence of camera
movements applied to the same image. During the shot the camera can be fixed or moving
on wheels. When fixed it can sweep horizontally or pivot up and down; if attached to a
moving vehicle it can move along the x, y, and z axes. In this work we refer only to
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term move is interpreted as movements along the x- and y-axis, whereas the technical term
dolly, also called a zoom, denotes a movement along the z-axis.
Transition effects: Transitions among shots are considered as the punctuation symbols of
cinematography; they affect the rhythm of the discourse and the message conveyed by the
video. The main effects are cut—the first frame of the next shot immediately replaces the
last frame of the shot currently on display; fade—a shot is gradually replaced by (fade out)
or gradually replaces (fade in) a black screen or another shot and cross fade (or dissolve)
which is the composition of a fade out on the displayed shot and a fade in applied to the
shot to be shown.
4.2. Heuristics and constraints of cinematography
In designing a shot, it is important to consider the message that it has to convey and
the (semantic) relations with the previous and following messages. Camera movements
can be used to signal some of these semantic relations. Movements along the x and y axis
can be used to reveal spatial relations among objects and to move the viewer’s attention
from one center of interest to another; a dolly in can be employed to focus the attention
on a particular zone or object previously displayed. For example, if an object is currently
displayed and the following message deepens one aspect of it, a dolly in towards that aspect
can be chosen, unless this choice violates some constraint.
Each move, in fact, has to be “consistent” with respect to the previous one. The viewer,
looking at a movie in which the camera moves to one side and then to the opposite one,
might experience difficulty following the stream of the presentation. For example, if the
previous move is a change of position towards the right, the following effect cannot be a
movement towards the left either along the same path or along similar paths. In general,
when a camera movement is chosen it imposes constraints on the choice of subsequent
movements.
Another important feature of a film is cohesion. A video sequence has to be a contin-
uum, an uninterrupted stream in which each piece is connected to the others and is part of
a whole. This is similar to the ideas of stream-like flow of text found in narrative represen-
tations [15]. To achieve cohesion in designing the visual part of a presentation it is worth
considering the relations among the new information to be delivered and those already
given (discourse history), and to provide rhetorical strategies to build the presentation. For
example, if the audio commentary is illustrating the object O1 and the next segment will
provide more details about that, we can continue to shoot O1, or dolly in towards it, but the
creation of a new shot would not be recommended.
The creation of a new shot involves the choice of a transition effect at the editing phase,
and a transition, though brief, might underline a passage towards a new type of information.
Conversely, sometimes we have to impose cut points, that is positions in the discourse
where a new shot has to be created. This is appropriate when there is a change of topic, or
when the presentation is going to provide a different kind of information about the same
topic. For example, if the audio commentary has illustrated the main features of a fresco
and is going to provide more details about the painting techniques, a transition might help
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the viewer to realize that the discourse has broken off, and different information is being
introduced.
The Video Planner implements a mechanism to automatically compute a full script for
a video documentary, starting from a discourse plan annotated according to an RST an-
notation scheme generated by the Text Planner. In addition, the video planner also takes
as input a repository of annotated images, to which camera movements and transitions are
applied. Rules and constraints are the core on which the system relies. They encode the
rhetorical strategies that are the basic resource for:
(1) selecting appropriate images;
(2) designing the presentation structure;
(3) completing each shot;
(4) synchronizing the visual part with the audio commentary and avoiding the “seasick-
ness” effect (back and forth motion).
The rules, fired by a forward chaining mechanism, are context sensitive, and govern:
(i) rhetorical relations among the text spans; (ii) the geometric properties of images selected
from the information repository and (iii) the topics matching among segments and images.
4.3. The Video Planner engine architecture
The engine is structured as in Fig. 8. In our application scenario, when a museum visitor
requests a video for a given commentary, the engine analyzes the discourse structure of the
commentary and selects an appropriate set of images to be presented.5 The production
chain consists of four phases:
Detail Association: a detail is associated with each segment of the commentary;
5 At the moment, the request is location-based, and is triggered by an infrared sensors system.
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<shots> (conditions
<shot id="shot603" image="det01"> (or (has-relation segment background)
<video-track> (has-relation segment circumstance)))
<pause duration="2"/> (actions
</video-track> (init-shot shot)
<audio-track> (add-segment segment shot)))
<play audio="january.mp3"/>
</audio-track>
</shot>
<shot id="shot605" image="det01">
<video-track>
<pause duration="1"/>
<zoom duration="4" scale="4"/>
<pause duration="2"/>
</video-track> (defconstraint zoom-in
<audio-track> (var mv (get-previous-movement))
<audio-pause duration="3"/> (var mv2 (get-previous-movement mv))
<play audio="snowball-fight.mp3"/> (and
<audio-pause duration="1"/> (not (equal mv zoom-out))
<play audio="castle.mp3"/> (not (equal mv2 zoom-out))))
</audio-track>
</shot>
</shots>
<editing>
<display shot="shot603"/>
<crossfade shot="shot605" duration="1"/>
</editing>
</movie>
Fig. 9. Examples of a script, a shot initialization rule, and a constraint.
Shot initialization and structure planning: a candidate structure for the final presentation
is elaborated, taking into consideration the rhetorical structure of the commentary
(the result of this phase can be changed, as its processing is iterative);
Shot Completion: camera movements between details are planned. Constraints are con-
sidered in order to avoid “inconsistencies”;
Editing: transitions among effects are selected according to the rhetorical structure of the
commentary.
The output is a complete script for the video and audio channels encoded in a renderer-
independent markup language (see the left side of Fig. 9).
The generation process is rule-based. An example of a rule is given at the top right of
Fig. 9. The rule applies when a segment has a relation of type background or circumstance;
in that case the segment is assigned to a new shot. Camera constraints are conditions that
forbid particular combinations of camera movements and are tested according to the type
of proposed movement and the sequence of past movements. An example of a constraint
is shown in the bottom right of Fig. 9. Potentially each camera movement can lead to an
inconsistent sequence. Thus to select a zoom-in movement it is important to know if the
previous or penultimate move is a zoom-out; if not, then a zoom-in can be selected.
4.4. Phase 1: Detail association
In this phase the system assigns one or more details to each segment of the commentary.
This operation is performed by searching the image repository for details with the same
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Fig. 10. The (a) “Tournament” and (b) “Castle” examples.
topic as the segment. The preferred heuristic is to select the detail with exactly the same
topic(s) of the segment, since this allows a straightforward identification of the topic. In
case this is not possible, we have implemented search rules that look for details which
subsume the topics mentioned in the commentary. Referring to Fig. 10, suppose we have a
segment which illustrates both the castle (2) and the hunting scene (3). If the system does
not find a detail illustrating both, it will choose the whole picture, because that illustrates
both topics. To perform this task the Video Planner accesses a subset of the knowledge
base used by the other components of the system.
In case the heuristics above do not succeed, the rules for this task are defined in such a
way that allow also the choice of images illustrating entities related to the topic. Like a sort
of metonymy, the system can choose a picture of the White House if the topic is President
Bush even if the repository does not contain any picture of him.
4.5. Phase 2: Shot initialization
In the second phase, shots are initialized taking into consideration the rhetorical struc-
ture of the commentary. At the moment, we do not take into account the nucleus/satellite
distinction of RST. The result of phase 2 is a candidate structure for the final presentation.
The processing is guided by a set of rules that are fired when particular configurations of
rhetorical relations are matched (see the top right of Fig. 9).
For example, a relation of type elaboration or sequence signals a smooth transition from
the current topic to new information that is strictly related to it; it is thus preferable to
aggregate segments in the same shot and to exploit camera movements. Background and
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context in which either the previous or subsequent messages can be interpreted. In addition,
they tend to break the flow of the discourse. It is thus preferable to split the segments into
two different shots so that, in the next phase, it is possible to exploit proper transition
effects in order to emphasize that change of rhythm. There are cases in which the structure
planned in this phase is revised during successive stages of computation. For example,
to avoid the “seasickness” effect the system can apply constraints and then modify the
previously planned structure by adding new shots (see examples in Section 4.8).
4.6. Phase 3: Shot completion
This is the phase in which the engine incrementally completes each shot by expanding
and illustrating each of its segments. In performing this task the engine traces the camera
movements already planned. When a candidate move is proposed the system verifies that it
is suitable according to the list of previous camera movements and the constraints imposed
over that category of movement. These constraints encode the cinematographer’s expertise
in selecting and applying camera movements in order to obtain “well-formed” shots. For
instance, when a panning movement is proposed where the previous movement is also a
pan, the system must check if the resulting sequence is suitable. Simple constraints include:
• When the previous movement is a dolly-out
⇒ a dolly-in cannot be applied;
• When the previous movement is a dolly-in
⇒ a dolly-out cannot be the subsequent movement;
• When a panning or a tilting is along a similar path and in the opposite direction of the
previous movement
⇒ that panning or tilting cannot be applied.
Constraints encode schemes of forbidden movements and when one of them is not satisfied
the proposed move is rejected. In this case the engine initializes a new shot, declares the
previous one completed and associates the remaining segments to the new shot.
4.7. Phase 4: Movie editing
This is the phase in which the engine chooses the “punctuation” of the presentation.
Movie editing is achieved by selecting appropriate transitions among shots. In order to re-
flect the rhythm of the discourse, the choice of transition effects is guided by the rhetorical
structure of the commentary. The system retrieves the last segment of the shot displayed
and the first segment of the shot to be presented and plans the transition according to the
following rules:
• If two segments are linked by a relation of type elaboration
⇒ a short cross fade applies;
• If two segments are linked by a relation of type background or circumstance
⇒ a long cross fade applies.
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⇒ a cut applies.
• If a relation of type enumeration holds among two or more segments
⇒ a rapid sequence of cuts applies.
These rules have been selected according to the observations about the usual employment
of transition effects in the field of cinematography [3]. Fade effects are fit for smooth
transition, when there is a topic shift or when the center of interest changes but the new
topic is related to the old one, as in the case of elaboration or background. Cut is more
appropriate for abrupt and rapid changes, to emphasize the introduction of a new concept,
as in the case of sequence. A special case holds when the verbal commentary enumerates
a set of subjects or different aspects of the same object; in those cases a rapid sequence of
cuts can be used to visually enumerate the elements described.
4.8. Examples
The first example concerns the rhythm of the discourse (Fig. 10(a)). Since the topic of
both segments is the same, the text could be visually represented by displaying the same
image during the playing of both the first and the second audio commentary. In this case
a cross fade effect helps the user to understand that background information is going to be
provided. In fact, the second segment provides contextual information to support the user
in understanding the information presented in the first paragraph. The first image is thus
presented while the audio of the first segment is played; then, when the audio switches to
the second segment, the image is enlarged to cover the entire panel and finally refocused
on the detail once the audio has stopped. By adopting this strategy the system generates
a movie that reflects the discourse structure of the text and the rhythm of the discourse,
supporting the same communicative goals of the verbal part of the presentation.
The second example concerns the application of constraints in order to avoid an incon-
sistent sequence of camera movements (Fig. 10(b)). The text first describes the castle in the
left side of the image. In this case the system, after a brief pause over the whole scene, se-
lects a dolly-in movement, magnifying the detail of the castle (1). Then a second dolly-in is
applied to focus on the castle’s windows (2). Finally, in order to focus on the hunting scene
(3) the camera should dolly out and then move towards the right. However, this combina-
tion is forbidden by the constraint on a dolly-out that follows a dolly-in. Thus the engine
revises the structure of the movie, declares the current shot completed, initializes a new
shot and associates the remaining segments with it.
5. Implementation
GLAMOUR is an end-to-end automatic cinematography system capable of organizing
collections of annotated images and facts from a knowledge base to produce documentary
films about two minutes long each. GLAMOUR is implemented in Java (Text Planning),
Lisp (Text Generation and Video Planning), C (Festival Lite TTS) and Macromedia Flash
(Video Player) and runs on a 1 GHz Pentium III. Presentations can be played back on either
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of the documentary and the abstract movie plan, and then combines them to create a script
which can be shown by the Video Player.
A typical documentary starts with a fade-in to the most representative high-level im-
age available in the archive. This image is displayed while the spoken text of a single
segment of the script is played. When the player estimates the speech has finished, a pre-
computed transition effect (zoom, fade, etc.) switches to the next image or subimage and
the subsequent audio segment is initiated. When the series of images has been exhausted,
the documentary returns to the original image and the system is ready to show a new
film.
As an application domain we have chosen the Cycle of the Months of the Torre Aquila
at the Buonconsiglio Castle in the city of Trento (Italy). This work is composed of eleven
side-by-side frescos (each one measuring on average 2 meters wide and 3 meters high,
and representing a particular calendar month) painted during the 1400 s and illustrates the
activities of aristocrats and peasants throughout a full year. Our cinematography prototype
constructs complete end-to-end film documentaries for the frescos of January, February,
April and November, each of which is represented extensively in a hand-built knowledge
base.6
As an example, the fresco representing the month of February contains three major
scenes (1) a jousting tournament, (2) a castle with ladies looking over the walls at the
tournament, and (3) a blacksmith’s workshop. Each of these scenes can be further divided
into subscenes. For instance, the region of the fresco containing the tournament consists
of a set of knights doing battle and their associated pages and servants who are picking
up broken weapons. Thus a film about the February fresco utilizes the annotated hierarchy
where the entire image is the root, the main scenes are the middle level of the tree, and the
individual subscenes represent the leaves. These images and subimages serve as the raw
material for the Video Planner.
Fig. 11 shows an excerpt of the generated documentary film. First, the entire image
is shown while the audio begins with an introductory phrase (a). Because the next topic
concerns the women watching the tournament, a zoom is selected to move the scene to
a close-up of that section of the image (b). Also, because the discourse is now focusing
on a different region, the generation system selects a localization phrase which is played
immediately after the shot transition: “At the top there are twenty young women.” After
several shot sequences, the topic changes from the court ladies to the knights fighting the
actual battle (f). Because the discourse plan encodes this topic shift, the video planner can
select an appropriate crossfade to the entire image followed by a zoom in to the tourna-
ment.
6 A typical movie script in our application domain requires a knowledge base containing 800 concepts and 350
relations, and an indexed archive of around 5 images from which subimages may be extracted. Constructing this
KB required around 4 person-months of effort. Given this infrastructure, the KB and image annotations for an
additional 2 films required only about two weeks. The text for the movie script is generated in around 15 seconds
for 2 minutes of speech. Such presentations are usually made of 3 or 4 shots on average where the transitions vary
according to rhetorical relations.
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Table 1
Correlation of various factors with speech duration
Characters Facts DiscElems Facts + DiscElems
Average/Sec. 12.72 1.02 1.69 2.71
Adjusted Std. Dev. 1.20 sec 3.15 sec 2.88 sec 2.57 sec
Adjusted Max. Dev. 2.28 sec 5.12 sec 5.28 sec 4.68 sec
Given the level of architectural parallelism that GLAMOUR employs, it is important
to be able to estimate parameters which may be influenced by other parallel modules. The
chief example in this case is the need of the video planner to know how long each utterance
may be when planning shot transitions. But since the actual text is not known until the gen-
eration module has completed, some method must be used to estimate within a reasonable
error margin. Since the discourse plan is available to the video planner, we used discourse
elements to estimate speech duration. Table 1 shows the standard and maximum deviations
when predicting from four measures: the number of characters in the final sentence (our
gold standard), the number of facts extracted from the knowledge base, the number of dis-
course element representations (Section 3.3), and the sum of the latter two items. Using
this last score gives a reliable-enough estimate of speech duration for use in an interactive
environment.
The final result of producing a common discourse plan, generating text/speech, and
planning the video aspects of the documentary in parallel is a film documentary that con-
tains the desired information for presentation to the user.
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Subjective evaluations of generated output by computer algorithms (whether text,
speech, or music) have long been considered to be difficult. Most evaluations, when they
even have been performed, were focused more towards task effectiveness and other more
objective measures of quality. Possible evaluations of GLAMOUR could have included ar-
chitectural ablation to detect degradation in quality, direct comparison of language quality
from its generated scripts, the range of variability that can be produced in its films, overall
efficiency of the system, or even how long it would take to produce movies in languages
which the system can’t currently generate.
A large-scale experiment with a broad audience (i.e., test subjects) for judging the ef-
fectiveness of the produced material is not realistic at this point since it is unclear exactly
what metrics are applicable, or would be useful, beyond viewer satisfaction. We thus opted
instead for an expert-based evaluation of the concept and the prototype. In particular, we
wanted to see if planning the cinematographic production by using the topics introduced
by the verbal commentary and its rhetorical structure yielded results of higher quality than
planning from the topics alone. Implicitly this leads also to an evaluation of the specific
cinematic rules in our implementation, rather than the quality of text produced by the low-
level generation component, which has been examined previously [15].
In order to evaluate GLAMOUR, we thus decided to keep the NLG contribution constant
and vary the cinematic component of the overall short documentaries. We generated three
pairs of videos for the individual panels representing the months of January, February,
April and May of the Torre Aquila frescos. For each pair, the first video was generated
using only information about the topics mentioned in the commentary without using its
rhetorical structure. The cinematic rules adopted in this case are quite straightforward:
the detail depicting the topic of the current verbal segment is brought to the center of the
display following the shortest path and no transitions are planned (which we refer to as
the default version). The second video of each pair was instead generated according to the
more articulated cinematic rules described previously (the cinematic version).
In the system evaluation we involved three experts: a professional documentary director,
a TV director with former experience in multimedia production, and a multimedia designer.
The three experts were interviewed separately. Each evaluation session was organized as
follows: the expert was first asked to watch all three pairs of videos in a random order. For
each video, they were requested to assign an absolute score from 1 (terrible) to 10 (perfect).
For each pair, again in random order, they were then requested to directly compare the two
videos on a scale from 1 (preference for default version) to 10 (preference for full cinematic
version). Finally, an unstructured interview closed the session.
Table 2 reports the absolute scores assigned to the default and cinematographic versions
by the experts: the documentary director (Director), the TV director with experience in
multimedia (MMDirector) and the multimedia expert (MMExpert). “Jan-C” represents the
cinematographic version with full rhetorical structures for the month of January, while
“May-D” represents the default, baseline version for the month of May.
Table 3 shows the figures for relative scores of the direct comparisons between ver-
sions of the video of each fresco individually (1 = preference for the default version,
10 = preference for cinematic).
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Absolute scores assigned to the videos by the experts (D = default, C =
cinematic)
Jan-C Feb-C May-C Jan-D Feb-D May-D Totals
Film Director 5 5 3 5 1 4 23
MMDirector 8 7 5 4 4 4 32
MMExpert 4 5 6 3 7 5 30
Totals 17 17 14 12 12 13
Table 3
Direct comparisons between cinematic and default versions
Jan Feb May
Director 5 10 4 19
MMDirector 7 7 5 19
MMExpert 7 3 7 17
Total 19 20 16 55
Average 6.33 6.67 5.33
The limited available number of expert subjects prevents a deep statistical investigation,
yet some interesting issues did emerge from this study. The two directors agreed on scor-
ing February better on the cinematic version; surprisingly, the multimedia expert scored
February the lowest. The videos of May are somewhat worse than the others; this could
be due to the characteristics of that individual fresco that made it particularly difficult to
visualize.
The post-scoring interviews revealed that the three experts had different genres in mind.
While all the three clearly recognize a difference on the two versions in terms of structure
(in particular, they noticed the use of transitions), they didn’t always agree with the stylistic
choices.
The documentary director mostly appreciated the cinematic version for February be-
cause of a few non-trivial decisions in the camera movements; yet he also deplored the use
of the fade transitions that he determined to be not adequate for the documentary genre.
Upon further inquiry, he admitted that many directors used that kind of transition, but he
personally dislikes them.
On the contrary, the TV director, although considering good fades very difficult to ob-
tain, prized the use of transitions since believing that they liven up the narration. Both
complained about the lack of music or ambient sounds, and recommended taking the
soundtrack into consideration in the future. When asked, the documentary director said
that he always plans the visual part of his documentaries starting from a pre-prepared com-
mentary while the TV director claimed that he prefers to start planning the visual part and
then asking the script writer to prepare the commentary taking into account the visual part.
The documentary director nicknamed the default version the “dog-to-dog” style: mean-
ing that when the commentary mentions a dog, the visual part also displays a dog. Both
directors agreed that although naïve, sometimes this style may be effective in documen-
taries. They claimed that naïve directors should resort to this style to avoid confusing the
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directors would never resort to such a simple style.
As might be expected, the multimedia expert had a different perspective. As can be seen
in Table 3, his scores tended to be contrary to those of the directors. During the interview
it emerged that, although he recognized the greater richness of the cinematic version, he
found the “dog-to-dog” style closer to his MM experience. He pointed out the absence of
effects such as blurring to emphasize details, although these are more typical of the MM
tradition than of the cinematographic tradition. Like the two directors, he also complained
about the lack of music and ambient sounds.
This study showed that expert evaluation in this domain might prove more useful than
evaluation with naïve users. Yet the experts are often biased by their particular style, mak-
ing numeric scores of little use. In fact, even in a very specific genre such as documentaries
(and even if we have camera movements on fixed images) styles can vary quite substan-
tially. Disagreement among the experts indicates that the field needs to find an appropriate
metric before larger evaluations can be undertaken. Interviews are instead very powerful
means to assess the results and help improve the system behavior. Concerning this specific
evaluation, the minimum that can be said is that our system, on the basis of its rich struc-
tural input, can accommodate different levels of sophistication in the visual presentation.
The current implementation of the rules yields a cinematic contribution that on average
seems reasonably better than the default version.
7. Conclusions
We have presented a prototype system for dynamically producing video documentaries
by combining research in automatic cinematography and natural language generation. The
system takes initial resources such as annotated still 2D images and a knowledge base, and
combines them with state-of-the-art pipelined multilingual NLG system and film planning
techniques to produce two minute documentary films about renaissance frescos.
The system exploits the ability of RST to structure output in a meaningful way, whether
for the high-level text plan or the organization of cinematography. Additionally, a deeply
represented NLG system allows the video commentary to be produced in either English or
Italian directly from the underlying knowledge representation.
7.1. Questions ahead
This work was initiated with the purpose of integrating a language-based dynamic guide
for cultural tourism with video documentaries produced on demand. For this concrete pur-
pose, as well as for allowing the cinematography system to proceed without concern for
interference, we adopted an open structure that allows flexibility and modularity while
guaranteeing efficiency. The language-based planner produces RST-based data, typically
used as input for subsequent language generation processes, which together with the spec-
ification of the various semantic entities involved constitutes the input for the cinemato-
graphic part. The production of the documentary proceeds without additional information
exchanges between the two sides until after speech synthesis.
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may have at its disposal. Thus in the case of the visitor guide, all contextual information
may be relevant for influencing the eventual result of the filmmaking process: location,
focus of attention of the visitor, material he/she has been previously presented with, history
of the visit, the user model, etc.
With the goal of adding flexibility to the system, possible solutions could include (1) let
contextual information directly influence the behavior of the dynamic video producer or
(2) introduce a blackboard architecture.
Contextual information, such as user preferences, may induce the system to opt for a
certain style of video presentation, or for the best suited cinematographic genre. Informa-
tion about specific choices made at some level of the language generation process could
be useful for determining video realizations. As an example, suppose the microplanning
component decides to use a figurative expression such as “to flaunt oneself like a peacock”.
In the Eisenstein vein [24], the video producer may then decide to reflect this in its realiza-
tion by actually showing a peacock spreading its tail. Similarly, a video producer decision,
for instance to opt for a slow pan over a painting that includes a scene of courting, may
influence the decision of the generator to use evocative wording even if the courting theme
was not at the focus of its realization.
The case of referring expressions, and the related control by the system of the—
analogical—movements of the (possibly virtual) camera on the scene, is one obvious
situation that requires finer multimodal synergy. When is redundancy, especially in de-
ictic expressions, good and when is it to be avoided? When, in general, does a scene take
the place of words? What is the best balance and rhythm between words and silence, in the
development of a certain visual presentation? These are some of the questions that are in
front of us, which could eventually move us from documentary styles to true narrative.
7.2. Applications
As indicated earlier, the application for guidance and illustration purposes in the con-
text of visits to a museum has a realization on both mobile and stationary devices. The
motivation for dynamic film production integrated with language presentation in our case
lies mainly in the need for flexibility. There are many situations where applications of this
kind will become useful. We can think in particular of the educational domain and of all
manner of instructional systems where a specific user’s state and needs will be addressed
by the personalized multimodal dynamic presentation system.
Additionally, the domain of personalized news can benefit from advancements in this
area. Starting from freshly released images identified by accompanying comments, a sys-
tem can produce a summary or an integration of news. Several projects are currently being
developed on this theme on the language side [35]; according to the view we present here,
we can also plan the integration of adapted video material.
Finally, the presented work does not consider one early phase of filmmaking: the ac-
tual shooting. With current advances in robot technology it becomes realistic to conceive
of robots that have the task of shooting in the real world, according to specific rules of
operation that combine optical flexibility, camera movements from a fixed position, and
movements of the camera position. At that point, in a circumscribed context (e.g., where
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process of filmmaking could become automated. One example is the production of a short
video of a stereotypical event such as a marriage. More generally, the field of multimodal
report production opens up many prospects, as costs of all kinds of devices go down and
the need for recording material and accessing it in a personalized, synthetic and effective
way grows constantly in our society.
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